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Dear Principals,

In all human alfairs, there are efforts, and these are results, and the strength of the efforts is
the measure of the results. A11 intellectual, mental and academic possessions are the fruits of efforts;
they are indeed thoughts completed, objects accomplished and visions realized'

saviors of the world.. As the visible world is sustained by the invisible, so
The performers
'through a1e the

all their trials and efforts, are nourished by the visions of their performances'
it lives in them; it lcrows

performers,

ifumanity cannot iorget its performers; it cannot 1et their ideals fade and die;
them as the realities which it shall one day see and know'

02.

The teachers (and principats) are the makers of the world as well as the afterworld. The world is
beautiful because they h".r" lived; without them labouring humanity would perish. He who
cherishes the vision, *ill otr" day realise it. Columbus cherished a vision of another world, and
he discovered it. Buddha beheld the vision of beauty and peace, and he entered into it. So,
cherish your vision of 1OO%o pass result, the beauty that forms in your mind, the loveliness that
drapes your purest thoughts-, for out of them wiJl grow delightful conditions of these if you but
remain true to them, your world of success at last would be built.

03.

To desire is to obtain; to aspire is to achieve. Shall mal's desire receive the fullest measure of
gratification, and his purest expressions stance for lack of sustinence? Such is not the law.
Such a condition of things car never obtain. Ask and receive the results.

04,

Dream lofty dreams, a4d as you dream, so shall you become. Your vision is the promise of what
you shall one day be; your ideal is the prophecy ofwhat you shall atlast unveil. You know the
greatest achievement was at hrst and for a time a dream. The oak sleeps in the acorn; the bird
-.it" in the egg; and tlle highest vision of the soul a waking angel stirs. Dreams are the
seedlings of realities.

0S.

your circumstances may be uncongenial (like lack of teachers, talent), but they shall not long
remain so if you but pirceive an ideal of 1o0o/o pass result and strive to reach it. You can't
travel within ald stand still without.

you will realis€ the vision of your heart, for you will always gravitate toward that which you
most love. Into your hands is placed the result of your students. You will receive that which you earn'
no more, no less. Whatever your present environment may be, you will fall, remain or rise with thoughts
and efforts, your vision, your ideal. You will become as small as your results; as great as your results.
In the background of the above, I hope your school will gain insight into itself and inspired to
act under you as its leader. I value ald respect your commitment made for 1OO7o quality pass result for
the year.
Please acknowledge within three days.

The Principal

Kendriya Vidyalayas
Bhopal Region/Agra Region
Copy to:

01.

02.

The Assistant Commissioners, KVS, RO, Bhopal/KVS, RO, Agra for information and necessary
action.
Smt. Gitanjali Pandey, Hindi Translator' KVS, RO, Bhopal with the request immediately to put
up Hindi translation of the DO, through Dr. (Smt.) B Kaur, Assistant Commissioner, KVS, RO,
Bhopal.
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